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Abstract
The problem of the possible similarity classes of all the matrices obtained by small perturbations on
some rows of a given complex square matrix is under consideration. Some necessary conditions on these
similarity classes are provided. The near converse problem is also studied: under what conditions can a given
collection of polynomials or partitions be the invariant factors or the Weyr characteristic of a matrix obtained
by perturbing some rows of a given matrix? A complete answer is provided in some particular cases. The
obtained conditions can all be derived from the previously mentioned necessary conditions.
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1. Introduction
In this paper we consider the problem of characterizing the similarity classes of all the matrices
obtained by small perturbations on some rows of a given complex square matrix. This is a sort of
crossroad problem between perturbation problems and completion ones.
Matrix qualitative perturbation problems deal with the characterization of all the possible
changes of the invariants for an equivalence relation. In the case of similarity of square matri-
ces these problems were solved in [1,4,12]; when the feedback equivalence of matrix pairs is
considered, the solution was given in [10,11] and for the equivalence of matrix pencils the solution
can be found in [14,11].
In completion problems, if some invariants for an equivalence relation and a submatrix are
fixed, the possibility of completing the submatrix to a matrix with these invariants is considered.
This kind of problem can be found, among many other references, in [15,17,18,19].
In the last decades a new type of matrix problems has arisen, namely, problems on structured
matrices (see for example [6]) and structured perturbation (see for example [9]). In this last
reference a perturbation problem was solved when a specified set of lines of a matrix is fixed.
Our problem can be considered as a structured perturbation problem since we wish to know the
behavior of the similarity invariants of a complex square matrix when some rows are fixed and
the remaining rows are perturbed.
Namely, we consider complex square matrices split as follows:
M =
[
A B
C D
]
∈ C(p+q)×(p+q).
Our aim is to study the change of the similarity invariants of M under small additive perturbations
on the last q rows.
First of all, we obtain necessary conditions that the invariants of all the matrices
M ′ =
[
A B
C′ D′
]
,
where [C′ D′] ∈ Cq×(p+q) is a matrix sufficiently close to [C D] must satisfy.
Conversely, if ε > 0 is a real number, we obtain necessary and sufficient conditions that some
polynomials, or some integer partitions, have to satisfy in order to be the invariant factors, or the
Weyr characteristic, of a (p + q) × (p + q) matrix
M ′ =
[
A B
C′ D′
]
,
where ‖[C D] − [C′ D′]‖ < ε.
The solution to these problems when only the elements of one row are perturbed can be seen
in [2]. When M is a rectangular matrix and only one row is perturbed this kind of problems have
been studied, recently, in [7].
In [3] the general square case is considered and two significant generic particular cases are
solved, namely, when the pair (A,B) is completely controllable and when (A,B) is not completely
controllable but a special M-invariant subspace, associated with the fixed submatrix [A,B] of M ,
is cyclic.
In this paper, we give the solution of the prescription problems when we perturb q rows, in the
particular case when that special invariant subspace has a supplementary which is also invariant.
If we want to keep the eigenvalues of the p unperturbed rows with the same Weyr characteristic
as they appear in these rows, when considering the Weyr characteristic of the whole perturbed
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matrix, only the underlying inverse problem has a meaning. In this case we use all the necessary
conditions and we see, by means of an example, that the conditions in the previous case are too
strong to solve the general problem of prescription of Weyr characteristics.
Since these problems can be seen as perturbation problems and completion ones the solutions
involve three types of inequalities: the invariant factors interlacing inequalities (see [15,17,18]),
the majorization of the invariant factors (see [1,4]) or the majorization of the Weyr characteristics
(see [12]) and the weak majorization of the polynomials which appear in some polynomial paths
associated with the involved matrices or the majorization of the Weyr characteristics related to
the same paths. This last type of conditions is based on the weak majorization which appears in
the perturbation of matrix pairs (see [10,11,14]).
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 is dedicated to notation, definitions and previous
results which will take part in the main theorems in the subsequent sections; in Section 3 we
define a new type of polynomial path and we prove some related results; in Section 4 we prove
the theorem of necessary conditions; in Section 5 we solve the prescription problems when the
special invariant subspace has a supplementary which is also invariant and in Section 6 we study
the problem of the prescription of the Weyr characteristic when we want that the perturbed matrix
has as Weyr characteristic for the eigenvalues of the submatrix formed by the unperturbed rows, the
same partition that corresponds to these eigenvalues in the Weyr characteristic of the mentioned
submatrix.
2. Notation, definitions and previous results
In this paper C will denote the field of complex numbers and F any arbitrary field.
A partition is a finite or infinite sequence of nonincreasing nonnegative integers almost all
zero,
a = (a1, a2, . . .).
We denote by (a) and |a| the length and the weight of a, respectively. That is to say, the number
of components different from zero and the sum of them.
The conjugate partition of a, a¯ = (a¯1, a¯2, . . .) is defined by
a¯k := Card{i : ai  k}.
This definition also holds when the elements of the partition are not ordered.
We will use the symbol ≺ to mean majorization in the Hardy–Littlewood–Pólya sense (see
[13]); that is to say, if a = (a1, a2, . . . , an) and b = (b1, b2, . . . , bn) are two partitions, then
a ≺ b ⇔
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
k∑
i=1
ai 
∑k
i=1 bi, 1  k  n − 1,
n∑
i=1
ai = ∑ni=1 bi.
We will use the symbol ≺≺ to mean weak majorization:
a ≺≺ b ⇔
k∑
i=1
ai 
k∑
i=1
bi, 1  k  n.
We define a ∪ b to be the partition whose components are those of a and b arranged in nonincreas-
ing order, and a + b will be the partition whose components are the sums of the corresponding
components of a and b.
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The following properties are satisfied:
(1) a ≺ b ⇔ b¯ ≺ a¯
(2) a ≺≺ b ⇔ b¯ ≺ a¯ + (d, 0, . . .), where d = |b| − |a|
(3) a ∪ b = a¯ + b¯
Let X ∈ Fm×n, with m  n. We will call invariant factors of X, the invariant factors of the
polynomial matrix [sIm 0] − X.
We will denote by (X) := {λ1, . . . , λv} the spectrum of X, i.e, the set of the elements of the
algebraic closure of the field F which are eigenvalues of the matrix X.
We will denote by s(λi, X) the partition of λi in the Segre characteristic of X and by w(λi,X)
the partition of λi in the Weyr characteristic of X, i.e., the conjugate partition of s(λi, X). If
λ /∈ (X), s(λ,X) := (0) and w(λ,X) := (0).
We will denote by d(α) the degree of a polynomial α. We will call chain a sequence of
polynomials ordered by means of the divisibility order.
Let γ1| · · · |γm and γ ′1| · · · |γ ′m be monic polynomials. Let γ = (γ1, . . . , γm) and γ ′ = (γ ′1, . . . ,
γ ′m) be the chains formed by these polynomials. We will say that γ ′ is majorized by γ and we
will denote it by γ ′ ≺ γ if
γ ′1 · · · γ ′i |γ1 · · · γi for i = 1, . . . , m − 1 and γ ′1 · · · γ ′m = γ1 · · · γm.
We will say that γ ′ is weakly majorized by γ and we will denote it by γ ′ ≺≺ γ if
γ ′1 · · · γ ′i |γ1 · · · γi for i = 1, . . . , m.
Let δ1| · · · |δn be some monic polynomials. If we consider δ = (δ1, . . . , δn) and s(λ0, δi)
to be the multiplicity of λ0 as a root of δi , we define s(λ0, δ) := (s(λ0, δn), . . . , s(λ0, δ1)) and
w(λ0, δ) := s(λ0, δ), and we call them Segre and Weyr characteristics of λ0 for the chain δ,
respectively.
Let γ1| · · · |γm be the invariant factors of [sIm 0] − X, and let us consider γ = (γ1, . . . , γm).
We have that s(λ0, X) = s(λ0, γ ) and w(λ0, X) = w(λ0, γ ).
Remark 2.1. Taking into account the previous definitions and notation, if(X) := {λ1, . . . , λv}
is the spectrum of X, γ1| · · · |γm are the invariant factors of [sIm 0] − X, γ ′1| · · · |γ ′m are
the invariant factors of [sIm 0] − X′, and we put γ = (γ1, . . . , γm) and γ ′ = (γ ′1, . . . , γ ′m)
then:
(i) w(λi,X′) ≺ w(λi,X), 1  i  v ⇔ w(λi, γ ′) ≺ w(λi, γ ), 1  i  v ⇔ γ ′ ≺ γ ;
(ii) w(λi,X′) ≺≺ w(λi,X), 1  i  v ⇔ w(λi, γ ′) ≺≺ w(λi, γ ), 1  i  v ⇔ γ ′ ≺≺ γ .
From now on the companion matrix of a monic polynomial sn − cnsn−1 − · · · − c2s − c1 ∈
F[s] will be a matrix with one of the following shapes
C(1) =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 1 · · · 0 0
0 0 · · · 0 0
...
...
.
.
.
...
...
0 0 · · · 0 1
c1 c2 · · · cn−1 cn
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ or C(2) =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 0 · · · 0 c1
1 0 · · · 0 c2
...
...
.
.
.
...
...
0 0 · · · 0 cn−1
0 0 · · · 1 cn
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ .
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For a given matrix pair (A,B) ∈ Fp×p × Fp×q ,C(A,B) denotes, indifferently, the controllability
matrix of (A,B), that is to say, [B AB · · · Ap−1B] or the controllability subspace of (A,B), that
is to say, the subspace generated by the columns of the controllability matrix. This pair is said to
be completely controllable if rank(C(A,B)) = p.
We will identify matrix pairs (A,B)∈Fp×p×Fp×q with rectangular matrices [AB]∈Fp×(p+q);
in this way the invariant factors of (A,B) are those of the polynomial matrix [sIp − A − B].
Moreover, the controllability indices of (A,B) are defined as in page 138 of [16] and will be
denoted by k1  · · ·  kr1 > kr1+1 = · · · = kq = 0. An alternative criterion for controllability is
that all the invariant factors be equal to 1 (see for example [18]).
We will denote by (r1, r2, . . .) the partition of the Brunovsky indices, which is the conjugate
partition of the partition of the controllability indices.
Two pairs (A1, B1) and (A2, B2) are said to be feedback equivalent and we will denote it by
(A1, B1)
f.e.∼ (A2, B2) if there exist nonsingular matrices P ∈ Fp×p and Q ∈ Fq×q and a matrix
R ∈ Fq×p such that
(A1, B1) = (P−1A2P + P−1B2R,P−1B2Q).
A complete system of invariants for the feedback equivalence is the one formed by the invariant
factors and the controllability indices.
A canonical form for the feedback equivalence is given by the Brunovsky canonical form. This
can be found in [18] among many other places.
Lemma 2.2. Let [A B]∈Fp×(p+q), rank(B)=r1, rank(C(A,B))=r, k1 · · ·kr1 > kr1+1 =· · · = kq = 0 be the controllability indices of [A B], and α1| · · · |αp its invariant factors. Let us
assume that αi = 1, for i = 1, . . . , s, and d(αs+1)  1. Then there exists a matrix [Ac Bc] ∈
Fp×(p+q) feedback equivalent to [A B] which satisfies the following conditions:
(i) Ac = diag(M,N),M ∈ Fr×r and N ∈ F(p−r)×(p−r).
(ii) Bc =
[
H
0
]
, where H = [H 0] ∈ Fr×q and H ∈ Fr×r1 .
(iii) (M,H) is a completely controllable pair, and k1, . . . , kq are its controllability indices.
(iv) M = diag(M1, . . . ,Mr1) where Mi is the companion matrix C(1) of ski , i = 1, . . . , r1.
(v) H =
⎡⎣E1..
.
Er1
⎤⎦, where Ei = [ 0ei] ∈ Fki×r1 and ei is the ith row of Ir1 .
(vi) N = diag(N1, . . . , Np−s) where Ni is the companion matrix C(1) of the invariant factor
αs+i , i = 1, . . . , p − s.
If X is a complex matrix, we will denote by ‖X‖ any submultiplicative matrix norm of X.
Given a real number ρ > 0, B(λi, ρ) is the open ball with center at λi and radius ρ, and we
define the ρ-neighborhood of the spectrum of X as the set
Vρ(X) :=
v⋃
i=1
B(λi, ρ),
whenever the balls are pairwise disjoint. A real number ρ sufficiently small as to satisfy the
previous definition will be called suitable for the matrix X.
The following lemma shows that no generality is lost if we consider that the matrix [A B], part
of M which is not perturbed, is in Brunovsky canonical form.
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Lemma 2.3 [2]. Let M =
[
A B
C D
]
∈ C(p+q)×(p+q).
Let
M =
[
P−1 0
−Q−1RP−1 Q−1
] [
A B
C D
] [
P 0
R Q
]
=
[
Ac Bc
C D
]
,
where [Ac Bc] is the Brunovsky canonical form of [A B].
Then in every neighborhood of M there exists a matrix
M ′ =
[
A B
C′ D′
]
such that γ ′1, . . . , γ ′n are its invariant factors, if and only if, in every neighborhood of M there
exists a matrix
M ′ =
[
Ac Bc
C′ D′
]
such that γ ′1, . . . , γ ′n are its invariant factors.
Now we are going to state some previous results.
In the following theorem the relationship between the invariants of the submatrix [A B] and
the matrix M is given.
Theorem 2.4 [18]. Let A ∈ Fp×p, B ∈ Fp×q,M ∈ Fn×n and n = p + q. Let γ1| · · · |γn and
α1| · · · |αp be the invariant factors of sIn − M and of [sIp − A − B], respectively. Let k1 
· · ·  kq  0 be the controllability indices of (A,B). Then there exist matrices C and D such
that M is similar to
[
A B
C D
]
if and only if the following relations hold:
(i) γi |αi |γi+q, i = 1, . . . , p,
(ii) (k1 + 1, . . . , kq + 1) ≺ (d(σq), . . . , d(σ1)),
where
σj =
∏p+j
i=1 lcm(αi−j , γi)∏p+j−1
i=1 lcm(αi−j+1, γi)
, j = 1, . . . , q
and αi := 1 for i < 1.
Condition (i) is known as interlacing inequalities.
In the case when B = 0 we have the following theorem.
Theorem 2.5 [19]. Let A ∈ Fp×p and M ∈ F(p+q)×(p+q) with α1| · · · |αp and γ1| · · · |γp+q as
invariant factors, respectively. Let σ1| · · · |σq be the polynomials defined in the previous theorem.
Let D ∈ Fq×q be a matrix with σ1, . . . , σq as invariant factors. Then there exists a matrix C such
that M is similar to[
A 0
C D
]
if and only if the following condition hold
γi |αi |γi+q, i = 1, . . . , p.
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The following theorem shows the relationship between the exponents of the elementary divisors
corresponding to a matrix and those corresponding to the two principal submatrices.
Theorem 2.6 [5]. Let A =
[
A11 A12
0 A22
]
and let λ be an eigenvalue of A.
Let a1 · · ·ar1 > ar1+1 =· · ·=ar = 0, b1  · · ·  bs1 > bs1+1 = · · · = bs = 0 and c1 · · ·  ct1 > ct1+1 = · · · = ct = 0 be the exponents of the elementary divisors of λ in A, in A11
and in A22, respectively.
Then
at1+i  bi  ai, i = 1, . . . , s1,
as1+j  cj  aj , j = 1, . . . , t1
and r1  s1 + t1.
Now we give a lemma which provides some inequalities equivalent to the interlacing relation-
ships, in terms of the Segre and Weyr characteristics.
Lemma 2.7. Let γ1| · · · |γp+q andα1| · · · |αp be the invariant factors of sIp+q − M and of [sIp −
A − B], respectively. Then the following relations are equivalent:
(i) γi |αi |γi+q, i = 1, . . . , p.
(ii) s(λi,M)k+q  s(λi, [A B])k  s(λi,M)k, i = 1, . . . , v, k = 1, . . . , p.
(iii) 0  w(λi,M)k − w(λi, [A B])k  q, i = 1, . . . , v, k = 1, . . . , p.
These theorems are algebraic results. We also need some perturbation results. Now we state
the theorem which gives the necessary conditions that all the matrices sufficiently close to M
have to satisfy.
Theorem 2.8 [12,4]. Let M ∈ Cn×n. Let (M) = {λ1, . . . , λv} be the spectrum of M. Let ρ > 0
be suitable for M. There exists ε > 0 such that if ‖M ′ − M‖ < ε, then the following conditions
hold:
(i) (M ′) ⊂Vρ(M),
(ii) ⋃tij=1 w(μij ,M ′) ≺ w(λi,M), i = 1, . . . , v,
where μij ∈ (M ′) ∩ B(λi, ρ), j = 1, . . . , ti , i = 1, . . . , v.
If we want to prescribe the invariant factors of M ′, as close to M as desired, the solution is
given in the following theorem. This problem is known as the characterization of the closure of
the similarity orbits.
Theorem 2.9 [1,4]. Let M ∈ Cn×n be a matrix with γ1| · · · |γn as invariant factors. Let γ ′1| · · · |γ ′n
be monic polynomials. Then in every neighbourhood of M there exists a matrix M ′ such that
γ ′1, · · · , γ ′n are its invariant factors if and only if
γ ′ ≺ γ.
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If we only want to prescribe the Weyr characteristic of M ′, we need the following result,
known as underlying inverse problem, since it is a kind of inverse problem when we make small
perturbations on any element of a complex square matrix.
Theorem 2.10 [12]. Let M ∈ Cn×n be a matrix and let (M) = {λ1, . . . , λv} be its spectrum.
Let ρ > 0 be suitable for M. For j = 1, . . . , ti , with i = 1, . . . , v, let m′ij be given partitions.
Then in every neighborhood of M there exists a matrix M ′ such that
(a) (M ′) ⊂Vρ(M),
(b) M ′ has ti eigenvalues μi1, . . . , μiti in B(λi, ρ) and m′ij = w(μij ,M ′), j = 1, . . . , ti , i =
1, . . . , v,
if and only if
ti⋃
j=1
m′ij ≺ w(λi,M), i = 1, . . . , v.
In the study of the perturbation of a matrix pair (A,B) we have the following necessary
conditions for all the pairs sufficiently close to (A,B).
Theorem 2.11 [10]. Let (A,B) ∈ Cn×n × Cn×m.Let (r1, r2, . . .) be the partition of the Brunovsky
indices of (A,B). Let (A,B) = {λ1, . . . , λu}, be the spectrum of (A,B). Let ρ > 0 be suitable
for [A B].
There exists ε > 0 such that if ‖[A′ B ′] − [A B]‖ < ε, then the following conditions are
satisfied:
(i) (A′, B ′) ⊂Vρ(A,B),
(ii) if μij ∈ (A′, B ′) ∩ B(λi, ρ), j = 1, . . . , ti , i = 1, . . . , u, then
ti⋃
j=1
w(μij , [A′ B ′]) ≺≺ w(λi, [A B]), i = 1, . . . , u,
(iii) if (r ′1, r ′2, . . .) is the partition of the Brunovsky indices of (A′, B ′), then
(r1, r2, . . .) ≺≺ (r ′1, r ′2, . . .) and r ′1  m,
(iv)
|(r ′1, r ′2, . . .)| − |(r1, r2, . . .)| =
u∑
i=1
|w(λi, [A B])| −
u∑
i=1
ti∑
j=1
|w(μij , [A′ B ′])|.
The characterization of the closure of the feedback equivalence orbit of a pair (A′, B ′), as close
to (A,B) as desired, that is to say, the solution to the problem of prescription of the invariant
factors and the indices of Brunovsky of a pair (A′, B ′), is given in the following theorem.
Theorem 2.12 [14,11]. Let (A,B) ∈ Cn×n × Cn×m. Let η1| · · · |ηn be the invariant factors of
(A,B). Let (r1, r2, . . .) be the partition of the Brunovsky indices of (A,B). Let η′1| · · · |η′n be
monic polynomials. Let (r ′1, r ′2, . . .) be a partition. In every neighborhood of [A B] there exists
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a matrix [A′ B ′] such that η′1, . . . , η′n are its invariant factors and (r ′1, r ′2, . . .) is its partition of
Brunovsky indices if and only if
(i) η′ ≺≺ η
(ii) (r1, r2, . . .) ≺≺ (r ′1, r ′2, . . .) and r ′1  m,
(iii) |(r ′1, r ′2, . . .)| − |(r1, r2, . . .)| =
∑n
i=1 d(ηi) −
∑n
i=1 d(η′i ).
The solution to the problem of prescription of the invariant factors of a matrix M ′ when the
pair (A,B) is completely controllable is formulated in the following theorem.
Theorem 2.13 [3]. Let M ∈ C(p+q)×(p+q) with γ1| · · · |γp+q as invariant factors. Suppose that
(A,B) is completely controllable. Let γ ′1| · · · |γ ′p+q be monic polynomials. In every neighborhood
of M there exists a matrix
M ′ =
[
A B
C′ D′
]
with γ ′1, . . . , γ ′p+q as invariant factors if and only if
γ ′ ≺ γ.
If we want to prescribe the Weyr characteristic of M ′ when (A,B) is controllable, the following
theorem provides the solution to the underlying inverse problem.
Theorem 2.14 [3]. Let M ∈ C(p+q)×(p+q) and let (M) = {λ1, . . . , λv} be its spectrum. Let
ρ > 0 be suitable for M. Suppose that (A,B) is completely controllable. For i = 1, . . . , v, let
ti  1 be given integers and for j = 1, . . . , ti , with i = 1, . . . , v, let m′ij be given partitions. In
every neighborhood of M there exists a matrix
M ′ =
[
A B
C′ D′
]
such that
(a) (M ′) ⊂Vρ(M),
(b) M ′ has ti eigenvalues μi1, . . . , μiti in B(λi, ρ) and m′ij = w(μij ,M ′), j = 1, . . . , ti , i =
1, . . . , v,
if and only if
ti⋃
j=1
m′ij ≺ w(λi,M), i = 1, . . . , v.
Remark 2.15. Let us observe that in the case when the pair (A,B) is completely controllable,
these two theorems state that perturbing the elements in the last q rows is equivalent to perturbing
any element of the matrix M .
In other words, let M =
[
A B
C D
]
with (A,B) controllable, then for any ε1 > 0 there exists E ∈
Cn×n such that ‖E‖ < ε1 and M + E has prescribed invariant factors (respectively, prescribed
Weyr characteristic) if and only if for any ε2 > 0 there exist E1 ∈ Cq×p and E2 ∈ Cq×q such that
‖[E1 E2]‖ < ε2 and
[
A B
C + E1 D + E2
]
has prescribed invariant factors (respectively, prescribed
Weyr characteristic).
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From now on we will need matrices with special structures.
Definition 2.16. We say that a matrixG ∈ Cn×n is (c1, . . . , cm)-column block diagonal dominant,
with c1  . . .  cm, if G can be partitioned as G = [Gij ], 1  i, j  m in such a way that
Gii =
[
0 Ici−1
 
]
∈ Cci×ci , Gij =
[
0

]
∈ Cci×cj
and all the rows of Gij are zero except, at the most, for the last one, for i, j = 1, . . . , m, i /= j .
Let us observe that this definition is due to the fact that if G is column block diagonal dominant,
then sIn − G is equivalent to a matrix with the form
[
In−m 0
0 G(s)
]
, whereG(s) is a column diagonal
dominant matrix, as defined in [18].
In an analogous way we have the following definition.
Definition 2.17. We will say that a matrix G ∈ Cn×n is (c1, . . . , cm)-row block diagonal dom-
inant, with c1  · · ·  cm, if G can be partitioned as G = [Gij ], 1  i, j  m in such a way
that
Gii =
[
0 
Ici−1 
]
∈ Cci×ci and Gij =
[
0 
] ∈ Cci×cj
and all the columns of Gij are zero except, at the most, for the last one, for i, j = 1, . . . , m, i /= j .
3. (C,D)-polynomial path
We will begin this section by recalling the concepts of polynomial path and minimal path. See
[15].
Definition 3.1. Let α1| · · · |αp and γ1| · · · |γp+q be two systems of p and p + q monic polyno-
mials. If α = (α1, . . . , αp) and γ = (γ1, . . . , γp+q), a polynomial path from α to γ is a sequence
(δ0, δ1, . . . , δq), with δj = (δj1 , δj2 , . . . , δjp+j ) such that:
(i) δji |δj−1i |δji+1, 1  i  p + j − 1, 1  j  q,
(ii) δ0i = αi , 1  i  p, δqi = γi , 1  i  p + q.
The following proposition establishes when a polynomial path from α to γ can be built.
Proposition 3.2. A necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a polynomial path from
α to γ is: γi |αi |γi+q, for i = 1, . . . , p.
Now we are going to define the minimal path from α to γ .
Definition 3.3. A polynomial path β = (β0, β1, . . . , βq) from α to γ is called minimal if for
any other polynomial path from α to γ , δ = (δ0, δ1, . . . , δq), it is satisfied that βji |δji , for i =
1, . . . , p + j and j = 0, . . . , q.
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The following proposition shows how to obtain the minimal path from α to γ .
Proposition 3.4. Let α = (α1, . . . , αp) and γ = (γ1, . . . , γp+q). Let βji := lcm(αi−j , γi) for
i = 1, . . . , p + j and j = 0, . . . , q and let βj := (βj1 , . . . , βjp+j ). Then (β0, β1, . . . , βq) is the
minimal path from α to γ.
Our aim in this section is to build special polynomial paths from α to γ , α being the invariant
factors of (A,B) and γ being the invariant factors of M . For that purpose we need the following
definition and lemmas.
Definition 3.5. Let (A,B) ∈ Fp×p × Fp×q . We define the extension set of (A,B) as follows:
Ext(A,B) =
{[
A B
C D
]
: C ∈ Fq×p,D ∈ Fq×q
}
.
Lemma 3.6. Let C(A,B) be the controllability subspace of (A,B). For all M ∈ Ext(A,B), the
subspaceS = C(A,B) × Fq =
{[
x
y
]
∈ Fp+q |x ∈ C(A,B)
}
is M-invariant.
Given a pair (A,B), we will denote by([
A0 0
0 N
]
,
[
B0
0
])
its Brunovsky canonical form (see Lemma 2.2).
Lemma 3.7 [3]. There exists an invertible matrixT ∈F(p+q)×(p+q) such that for allM ∈Ext(A,B),
T −1MT =
[
E F
0 N
]
=
[
A0 B0 0
C1 D1 C2
0 0 N
]
.
We will suppose, from now on, that C ∈ Fq×p and D ∈ Fq×q are given fixed matrices. Let
M =
[
A B
C D
]
and let γ1| · · · |γp+q be its invariant factors. Let α1| · · · |αp be the invariant factors
of [sIp − A − B] and let us remark that if N is of size p − r = p1 then the invariant factors of
N are αp−p1+1| · · · |αp. In other words, the nontrivial invariant factors of N are the polynomials
different from 1 in the sequence α1, . . . , αp.
Remark 3.8. Since at least r of the invariant factors of [sIp − A − B] are equal to 1 and
the restriction of M to S has q + r invariant factors, at most q of them are different from
1. We will denote these polynomials ν1| · · · |νq , that is to say, the invariant factors of E are
1, (r). . ., 1, ν1, . . . , νq .
Let us suppose that ν1 = · · · = νt = 1 and d(νt+1)  1. The M-invariant subspaceS, admits
(see [8]), with respect to the restriction of M toS, a decomposition in cyclic M-invariant subspac-
es, unique up to isomorphism:S =Sq−t ⊕ · · · ⊕S1, such that the minimal polynomial ofSi
is νt+i , for i = 1, . . . , q − t . Let us take si := d(νt+i ), so that dim Si = si , for i = 1, . . . , q − t .
LetR0 =S,Rj =Sq−t ⊕ · · · ⊕Sj+1, for j = 1, . . . , q − t − 1 andRq−t = {0}. We have
that, for j = 0, 1, . . . , q − t , Rj is M-invariant.
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Let M˜j be the endomorphism induced by M on the quotient space Fp+q/Rj , for j = 0, 1, . . . ,
q − t . Let us remark that Fp+q/R0 = Fp+q/S and that Fp+q/Rq−t = Fp+q . Since dim Rj =
sq−t + · · · + sj+1 we have that
dim Fp+q/Rj = p + q −
q−t∑
k=j+1
sk = p − r +
j∑
k=1
sk =: dj for j = 0, 1, . . . , q − t.
We will denote by δj1 | · · · |δjdj the invariant factors of M˜j , for j = 0, 1, . . . , q − t . We have that
δ0i = αr+i , for i = 1, . . . , p − r and δq−ti = γi , for i = 1, . . . , p + q, but in order to go from α
to γ in q steps (although in the end the interlacing relationships will be of step q − t), we have to
define some new polynomials from those. We will define them in the following way:
• For j = 0, 1, . . . , t
η
j
i = αi−j for i = 1, . . . , p + j , (αi := 1 if i < 1).• For j = 1, . . . , q − t , let hj := p + t + j − dj and
η
t+j
i = 1 for i = 1, . . . , hj ,
η
t+j
i+hj = δ
j
i for i = 1, . . . , dj = p + t + j − hj .
Finally we take ηj = (ηj1 , . . . , ηjp+j ), for j = 0, 1, . . . , q.
Proposition 3.9. The sequence (η0, η1, . . . , ηq) is a polynomial path from α to γ satisfying
νj =
η
j
1 · · · ηjp+j
η
j−1
1 · · · ηj−1p+j−1
, j = 1, . . . , q.
Proof. As we have seen in Lemma 3.7, M is similar to a matrix with the shape
[
E F
0 N
]
where E
is a matrix of the restriction of M toS and N (the “noncontrollable part”of (A,B)), is a matrix
of the quotient endomorphism. Taking into account the decomposition ofS in cyclic subspaces,
E is similar to a matrix G = diag(Gq−t , . . . , G1) where Gi =
[
0 ∗
I ∗
]
is the companion matrix
C(2) of νt+i . That is to say, there exists an invertible matrix P ∈ F(q+r)×(q+r) such that[
P−1 0
0 Ip−r
] [
E F
0 N
] [
P 0
0 Ip−r
]
=
[
G L
0 N
]
with L = P−1F . For j = 1, . . . , q − t let Lj be the submatrix of L formed by the sj + · · · + s1
last rows and all the columns. Let
Nj =
[
Gj Lj
0 N
]
for j = 1, . . . , q − t,
where Gj = diag(Gj , . . . ,G1) for j = 1, . . . , q − t . Let N0 := N .
Let us observe now that
[
G L
0 N
]
is the matrix of the endomorphism M in certain basis. With
respect to this basis G is the matrix of the restriction of M to S, N that of the quotient endo-
morphism and Nj that of the quotient endomorphism M˜j of Fp+q/Rj for j = 0, 1, . . . , q − t .
Therefore, δj1 | · · · |δjdj for j = 0, 1, . . . , q − t are the invariant factors of Nj .
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For j = 0, 1, . . . , t let
Mj(s) =
[
Ij 0
0 diag(α1, . . . , αp)
]
and for j = 1, 2, . . . , q − t let
Mt+j (s) =
[
Ihj 0
0 sIdj − Nj
]
.
With this notation, the invariant factors of Mj(s) are ηj1 | · · · |ηjp+j for j = 0, 1, . . . , q.
Let us pay attention to the matrix
sIdj − Nj =
[
sI − Gj −Lj
0 sIp−r − N
]
.
This matrix is equivalent, as a polynomial matrix, to⎡⎣Id ′j 0 00 diag(νt+j , . . . , νt+1) Lj (s)
0 0 diag(αr+1, . . . , αp)
⎤⎦ ,
where d ′j := s1 + · · · + sj − j = dj − p − j + r .
As a consequence, Mt+j (s) is equivalent to⎡⎣Ihj+d ′j 0 00 diag(νt+j , . . . , νt+1) Lj (s)
0 0 diag(αr+1, . . . , αp)
⎤⎦ .
Since hj + d ′j = hj + dj − p − j + r = t + r , hj + d ′j − r = t and Mt+j (s) is equivalent to
Mt+j (s) =
⎡⎣It 0 00 diag(νt+j , . . . , νt+1) Lj (s)
0 0 diag(α1, . . . , αp)
⎤⎦
and has ηt+j1 | · · · |ηt+jp+t+j as invariant factors. Now, for j = 1, . . . , t
Mj (s) =
[
1 0
0 Mj−1(s)
]
,
thus ηji |ηj−1i |ηji+1, for i = 1, . . . , p + j − 1, j = 1, . . . , t , and
η
j
1 · · · ηjp+j
η
j−1
1 · · · ηj−1p+j−1
= α1 · · ·αp
α1 · · ·αp = 1 = νj for j = 1, . . . , t.
For j = t + 1,
Mt+1(s) =
⎡⎣It 0 00 νt+1 L1(s)
0 0 diag(α1, . . . , αp)
⎤⎦ ∼ [νt+1 L˜1(s)0 Mt(s)
]
and we have again ηt+1i |ηti |ηt+1i+1, i = 1, . . . , p + t . Moreover
νt+1 =
ηt+11 · · · ηt+1p+t+1
α1 · · ·αp =
ηt+11 · · · ηt+1p+t+1
ηt1 · · · ηtp+t
.
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Finally, for j = 2, . . . , q − t
Mt+j (s) ∼
[
νt+j L˜j (s)
0 Mt+j−1(s)
]
and again ηt+ji |ηt+j−1i |ηt+ji+1 , i = 1, . . . , p + t + j − 1, j = 2, . . . , q − t , and we have also that
νt+j =
η
t+j
1 · · · ηt+jp+t+j
η
t+j−1
1 · · · ηt+j−1p+t+j−1
for j = 2, . . . q − t.
Lastly, it is clear that η0 = α and ηq = γ. 
Definition 3.10. The sequence (η0, η1, . . . , ηq) will be said to be a (C,D)-polynomial path from
α to γ .
Remark 3.11. If we consider the characteristic matrix associated with M , we have that
sIp+q − M ∼
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
νq q1(s) · · · qp(s)
.
.
.
...
...
νt+1 t+11(s) · · · t+1p(s)
1
.
.
.
1
α1
.
.
.
αp
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
.
A (C,D)-polynomial path from α to γ can be obtained calculating the invariant factors of the
successive polynomial matrices built from the last p rows of the characteristic matrix by adding
one by one the immediately upper rows. There can be more than one (C,D)-polynomial path
from α to γ , for example, if νi = νi+1 for some i ∈ {t + 1, . . . , q − 1}, as the following example
shows:
Example 3.12. Let us consider the following characteristic matrix:
sIp+q − M ∼
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
s
s
s 1
I2
s
s3
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ .
It is easy to see that α = (1, 1, s, s3) and γ = (1, 1, 1, s, s, s2, s3). In this case there are three
(C,D)-paths from α to γ .
If we add to the last four rows, one by one, the first three rows from bottom to top, the
(C,D)-path will have the following chains of polynomials: η0 = α, η1 = (1, 1, 1, s2, s3), η2 =
(1, 1, 1, s, s2, s3) and η3 = γ .
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If we make permutations among the three first rows and the three first columns, so that 1
appears in the second row, instead of the third, we obtain the following chains of polynomials:
η0 = α, η1 = (1, 1, s, s, s3), η2 = (1, 1, 1, s, s2, s3) and η3 = γ .
Finally, if 1 appears in the first row, by means of permutations, the chains in the corresponding
(C,D)-path will be: η0 = α, η1 = (1, 1, s, s, s3), η2 = (1, 1, s, s, s, s3) and η3 = γ .
Now, let us consider a matrix G˜(sq−t , . . . , s1)-row block diagonal dominant, and let
M˜ =
[
G˜ L˜
0 N
]
with αr+1| · · · |αp as invariant factors of N and γ˜1| · · · |γ˜p+q as invariant factors of M˜ .
For j = 1, . . . , q − t let [G˜j (s) L˜j (s)] be the submatrix of [sIq+r − G˜ − L˜] formed by its
last sj + · · · + s1 rows and all its columns.
Let
M˜j (s) =
[
Ij 0
0 diag(α1, . . . , αp)
]
for j = 0, 1, . . . , t
and
M˜t+j (s) =
⎡⎣Ihj 0 00 G˜j (s) L˜j (s)
0 0 sI − N
⎤⎦ for j = 1, . . . , q − t
with hj = p + t + j − dj = t + j + r −∑jk=1 sk = t + j − q +∑q−tk=j+1 sk .
For j = 0, 1, . . . , q let η˜j1 | · · · |η˜jp+j be the invariant factors of M˜j (s). Let us denote η˜j =
(η˜
j
1 , . . . , η˜
j
p+j ), for j = 0, 1, . . . , q.
Lemma 3.13. The sequence (η˜0, η˜1, . . . , η˜q) is a polynomial path from α to γ˜ .
Proof. First η˜0i = αi , for i = 1, . . . , p by definition.
Moreover, since hq−t = 0, η˜qi is the ith invariant factor of M˜ , that is to say, η˜qi = γ˜i for
i = 1, . . . , p + q.
We have to prove that η˜ji |η˜j−1i |η˜ji+1 for i = 1, . . . , p + j − 1 and j = 1, . . . , q.
For j = 1, . . . , t we can write
M˜j (s) =
[
1 0
0 M˜j−1(s)
]
,
then M˜j−1(s) is a principal submatrix of M˜j (s) and this matrix is diagonal. Thus η˜ji |η˜j−1i |η˜ji+1
for i = 1, . . . , p + j − 1 and j = 1, . . . , t .
Now, for j = t + 1 we have that
M˜t+1(s) =
⎡⎣Ih1 0 00 G˜1(s) L˜1(s)
0 0 sI − N
⎤⎦
and this matrix is equivalent to[
0 · · · 0 gq−t1(s) · · · g11(s) L1(s)
0 · · · 0 0 · · · 0 M˜t (s)
]
,
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where the number of null columns on the left is h1 = ∑q−tk=2 sk − (q − t − 1) and
g11(s) = ss1 − g1s1ss1−1 − · · · − g12s − g11,
gk1(s) = −gks1ss1−1 − · · · − gk2s − gk1 for k = 2, . . . , q − t.
We are going to see this in the particular case when q − t = 3. The matrix M˜t+1(s) can be written
in this case as⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
Ih1
0 · · · 0 −g31 0 · · · 0 −g21 s · · · 0 −g11
0 · · · 0 −g32 0 · · · 0 −g22 −1 · · · 0 −g12
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
... L˜1(s)
0 · · · 0 −g3s1−1 0 · · · 0 −g2s1−1 0 · · · s −g1s1−1
0 · · · 0 −g3s1 0 · · · 0 −g2s1 0 · · · −1 s − g1s1
sI − N
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
.
By means of row and column elementary transformations this matrix can be transformed into:⎡⎣0 · · · 0 g31(s) g21(s) g11(s) 0 L̂1(s)Ih1+s1−1 0
diag(αr+1, . . . , αp)
⎤⎦
and since h1 + s1 − 1 = t + r ,[
Ih1+s1−1 0
0 diag(αr+1, . . . , αp)
]
=
[
It 0
0 diag(α1, . . . , αp)
]
= M˜t (s).
In the general case we would proceed in an analogous way.
Moreover, since g11(s) /= 0, because it is monic, rank(M˜t+1(s)) = rank(M˜t (s)) + 1, and as a
consequence
η˜t+1i |η˜ti |η˜t+1i+1 for i = 1, . . . , p + t.
Finally, for j = 2, . . . , q − t
M˜t+j (s) =
⎡⎣Ihj 0 00 G˜j (s) L˜j (s)
0 0 sI − N
⎤⎦
and this matrix is equivalent to⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 · · · 0 gq−tj (s) · · · g1j (s) Lj (s)
...
...
...
...
...
0 · · · 0 gq−t1(s) · · · g11(s) L1(s)
0 · · · 0 0 · · · 0 M˜t (s)
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ ,
where the number of null columns on the left is hj = ∑q−tk=j+1 sk − (q − t − j) and it can be
seen, as in the previous case, that d(gii(s)) = si , i = 1, . . . , j and d(gki(s)) < si for k /= i.
Therefore, rank(M˜t+j (s)) = rank(M˜t+j−1(s)) + 1, and as a consequence we have that
η˜
j
i |η˜j−1i |η˜ji+1 for i = 1, . . . , p + j − 1, and j = t + 2, . . . , q. 
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4. Necessary conditions
Before stating and proving the necessary condition theorem we are going to give the following
result. We will consider that F = C.
Lemma 4.1. LetM ∈ Ext(A,B). For all ε > 0 there exists δ > 0 such that ifM ′ ∈ Ext(A,B)and
‖M ′ − M‖ < δ, then there exist invertible matricesP,P ′ ∈ C(p+q)×(p+q) such that‖P ′−1M ′P ′ −
P−1MP ‖ < ε, and the following conditions hold:
(i) P−1MP =
[
G L
0 N
]
with G = diag(Gq−t , . . . , G1) where Gi =
[
0 ∗
I ∗
]
is the companion
matrix C(2) of νt+i for i = 1, . . . , q − t ,
(ii) P ′−1M ′P ′ =
[
G′ L′
0 N
]
, where G′ = [G′ij ], with 1  i, j  q − t, is a row block diagonal
dominant matrix with sizes of the diagonal blocks sq−t  · · ·  s1 where si := d(νt+i ), i =
1, . . . , q − t.
Proof. By Lemma 3.7 there exists an invertible matrix T ∈ C(p+q)×(p+q), such that T −1MT =[
E F
0 N
]
, where E is the matrix of the restriction of M toS = C(A,B) × Cq . LetS =Sq−t ⊕
· · · ⊕S1 be the decomposition ofS in cyclic subspaces with νt+i being the minimal polynomial
of Si with respect to M . Let gi be a generator vector of Si , i.e. Si = 〈gi, Egi, . . . , Esi−1gi〉,
and let us form the matrix
QE = [gq−t Egq−t · · ·Esq−t−1gq−t · · · g1 Eg1 · · ·Es1−1g1],
which is invertible. On the one hand, ifG = Q−1E EQE , thenG has the shape given in condition (i).
On the other hand, if ε > 0 is a real number, then there exists δ1 > 0 such that if ‖E′ − E‖ < δ1,
then the matrix
QE′ = [gq−t E′gq−t · · ·E′sq−t−1gq−t · · · g1 E′g1 · · ·E′s1−1g1] (4.1)
is invertible. Moreover the function
B(E, δ1) × C(q+r)×(p−r) −→ C(q+r)×(p+q)
(X, Y )  [Q−1X XQX Q−1X Y ]
with
QX = [gq−t Xgq−t · · ·Xsq−t−1gq−t · · · g1 Xg1 · · ·Xs1−1g1]
is well defined (because QX is invertible for X ∈ B(E, δ1)) and is continuous. So, for a fixed
ε > 0 there exists δ2 > 0 such that if ‖[E′ F ′] − [E F ]‖ < δ2 and QE′ is defined as in (4.1), then
‖[Q−1
E′ E
′QE′ Q−1E′ F
′] − [Q−1E EQE Q−1E F ]‖ < ε.
Let 0 < δ < min
{
δ1
‖T ‖‖T −1‖ ,
δ2
‖T ‖‖T −1‖
}
. If M ′ ∈ Ext(A,B) and ‖M ′ − M‖ < δ then, by Lemma
3.7,
T −1M ′T =
[
E′ F ′
0 N
]
and
‖E′ − E‖  ‖T −1M ′T − T −1MT ‖  ‖T −1‖‖T ‖‖M ′ − M‖ < δ1,
‖[E′ F ′] − [E F ]‖ = ‖T −1M ′T − T −1MT ‖ < δ2.
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Therefore
‖[Q−1
E′ E
′QE′ Q−1E′ F
′] − [Q−1E EQE Q−1E F ]‖ < ε.
If we consider
P = T
[
QE 0
0 Ip−r
]
and P ′ = T
[
QE′ 0
0 Ip−r
]
,
we have that
P−1MP =
[
Q−1E EQE Q
−1
E F
0 N
]
and P ′−1M ′P ′ =
[
Q−1
E′ E
′QE′ Q−1E′ F
′
0 N
]
and as a consequence ‖P ′−1M ′P ′ − P−1MP ‖ < ε.
Finally, we take G = Q−1E EQE , L = Q−1E F , G′ = Q−1E′ E′QE′ and L′ = Q−1E′ F ′. Now it is
easy to see that G′ has the form required in (ii). 
A necessary condition theorem could be stated in the following way:
Theorem 4.2. Let M ∈ C(p+q)×(p+q) and let λ0 ∈ (M). Let ρ > 0 be suitable for M. Let
α1| · · · |αp and γ1| · · · |γp+q be the invariant factors of (A,B) andM , respectively. Let us consider
η = (η0, η1, . . . , ηq) any (C,D)-path from α to γ.
Then there exists ε > 0 such that if ‖[C′ D′] − [C D]‖ < ε, the matrix
M ′ =
[
A B
C′ D′
]
satisfies
(i) If γ ′1| · · · |γ ′p+q are the invariant factors of M ′, then
γ ′i+t |αi |γ ′i+q, i = 1, . . . , p.
(ii) (M ′) ⊂Vρ(M).
(iii) If (β ′0, β ′1, . . . , β ′q) is the minimal path from α to γ ′ =(γ ′1, . . . , γ ′p+q) and {μ1, . . . , μt0}=
(M ′) ∩ B(λ0, ρ) then
t0⋃
k=1
w(μk, β
′j ) ≺≺ w(λ0, ηj ), j = t + 1, . . . , q − 1.
(iv)
t0⋃
k=1
w(μk, γ
′) ≺ w(λ0, γ ).
Proof. We are going to prove that given a matrix
M˜ =
[
G L
0 N
]
with G as in Lemma 4.1, there exists ε > 0 such that if
M˜ ′ =
[
G′ L′
0 N
]
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with G′ as in Lemma 4.1, and ‖M˜ ′ − M˜‖ < ε then M˜ ′ satisfies the necessary conditions. This is
sufficient to prove the theorem since, by Lemma 4.1, for this ε > 0 there exists ε′ > 0 such that if
‖M ′ − M‖<ε′ then there exist invertible matrices P , P ′ ∈C(p+q)×(p+q) such that ‖P ′−1M ′P ′ −
P−1MP ‖ < ε and
P−1MP =
[
G L
0 N
]
and P ′−1M ′P ′ =
[
G′ L′
0 N
]
.
As a consequence ‖[G′ L′] − [GL]‖ < ε and the necessary conditions hold for P ′−1M ′P ′, which
is a perturbation of P−1MP .
Since M is similar to P−1MP and M ′ is similar to P ′−1M ′P ′ then the necessary conditions
hold for M ′.
So, we will suppose that M =
[
G L
0 N
]
where G = diag(Gq−t , . . . , G1) and Gi is the com-
panion matrix C(2) of νt+i .
Condition (i) expresses the interlacing relationships between the invariant factors of [AB] and
M ′ given in Theorem 2.4, taking into account Theorem 2.6 and that ν1 = · · · = νt = 1.
By Theorem 2.8 we have that there exists ε1 such that if ‖[C′ D′] − [C D]‖ < ε1 then con-
ditions (ii) and (iv) hold, since w(λ0, γ ) = w(λ0,M) and w(μk, γ ′) = w(μk,M ′). Thus, if we
prove that there exists ε2 such that (iii) holds, it will be enough to take ε := min{ε1, ε2}.
Let, for j = 1, . . . , q − t
Mj =
[
0 diag(Gj , . . . ,G1) Lj
0 0 N
]
∈ C(sj+···+s1+p−r)×(p+q),
where Lj is the submatrix of L formed by the last sj + · · · + s1 rows.
The matrix Mj can be identified with a pair of matrices (Hj , Rj ) where
Hj =
[
diag(Gj , . . . ,G1) Lj
0 N
]
, Rj = 0.
Now, by Theorem 2.11, for each j = 1, . . . , q − t − 1 there exists εj such that if ‖[H ′j R′j ] −[Hj Rj ]‖ < εj then
(H ′j , R′j ) ⊂Vρ(Hj , Rj ) and (4.2)
if {μj1, . . . , μjuj } = (H ′j , R′j ) ∩ B(λ0, ρ), then
uj⋃
k=1
w(μ
j
k, [H ′j R′j ]) ≺≺ w(λ0, [Hj Rj ]). (4.3)
We should observe that (Mj ) ⊂ (M), so λ0 could not belong to (Mj ). In this case, the
continuity of the eigenvalues of Mj allows us to assure that (H ′j , R′j ) ∩ B(λ0, ρ) = Ø for all
the pairs (H ′j , R′j ) sufficiently close to (Hj , Rj ). Thus w(μ
j
k, [H ′j R′j ]) = (0), and (4.3) holds.
We can also observe that, since Mq−t = M , there exists i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , q − t} such that λ0 ∈
(Mj ) for j  i.
Taking ε = min1jq−t−1 εj we have that if‖[G′ L′] − [GL]‖ < ε, whereG′ is (sq−t , . . . , s1)-
row block diagonal dominant,
M ′ =
[
G′ L′
0 N
]
and M ′j =
[
G
′
j L
′
j
0 N
]
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with G′j = [G′ik], q − t − j + 1  i  q − t , 1  k  q − t and L′j is the submatrix of L′
formed by the last sj + · · · + s1 rows, for j = 1, . . . , q − t − 1, then M ′j can be identified with
the pair (H ′j , R′j ) where
H ′j =
[
G˜′j L′j
0 N
]
, R′j =
[
Ĝ′j
0
]
with G˜′j = [G′ik], q − t − j + 1  i, k  q − t and Ĝ′j = [G′ik], q − t − j + 1  i  q − t ,
1  k  q − t − j , for j = 1, . . . , q − t − 1.
Moreover, ‖[H ′j R′j ] − [Hj Rj ]‖ < ε < εj . Since we identify Mj (respectively M ′j ) with the
pair (Hj , Rj ) (respectively (H ′j , R′j )) or the rectangular matrix [Hj Rj ] (respectively [H ′j R′j ]),
conditions (4.2) and (4.3) can be written:
(M ′j ) ⊂Vρ(Mj ) for j = 1, . . . , q − t − 1 and
if {μj1, . . . , μjuj } = (M ′j ) ∩ B(λ0, ρ), then
uj⋃
k=1
w(μ
j
k,M
′
j ) ≺≺ w(λ0,Mj ) for j = 1, . . . , q − t − 1.
If we consider that M ′ = M ′q−t =
[
G′ L′
0 N
]
and {μ1, . . . , μt0} = (M ′) ∩ B(λ0, ρ), taking into
account that (M ′j ) ⊂ (M ′), we have that {μj1, . . . , μjuj } ⊂ {μ1, . . . , μt0}. Therefore, for j =
1, . . . , q − t − 1
t0⋃
k=1
w(μk,M
′
j ) ≺≺ w(λ0,Mj ). (4.4)
Now, for j = 0, 1, . . . , t let
M ′j (s) =
[
Ij 0
0 diag(α1, . . . , αp)
]
and for j = 1, 2, . . . , q − t let
M ′t+j (s) =
[
Ihj 0 0
0 −R′j sI − H ′j
]
.
Let η′j1 | · · · |η′jp+j be the invariant factors of M ′j (s), j = 0, 1, . . . , q. By Lemma 3.13 we have
that if η′j = (η′j1 , . . . , η′jp+j ), then (η′0, η′1, . . . , η′q) is a polynomial path from α to γ ′.
By property (2) of partitions, in Section 2, condition (4.4) is equivalent to
s(λ0,Mj ) ≺
t0∑
k=1
s(μk,M
′
j ) + (z, 0, . . .) for j = 1, . . . , q − t − 1, (4.5)
where z = |s(λ0,Mj )| −∑t0k=1 |s(μk,M ′j )|.
Since η′t+j1 | · · · |η′t+jp+t+j are the invariant factors (except for ones) of M ′j , we have that if
s(μk,M
′
j )i is the ith component of s(μk,M
′
j ), then s(μk,M
′
j )p+t+j−l+1 is the multiplicity of
μk as a root of η′t+jl for l = 1, . . . , p + t + j and j = 0, 1, . . . , q − t .
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Let (β ′0, β ′1, . . . , β ′q) be the minimal path from α to γ ′. Since β ′jl |η′jl we conclude that for
l = 1, . . . , p + j and j = 1, . . . , q − 1
s(μk, β
′j )p+j−l+1 = s(μk, β ′jl )  s(μk, η′jl ) = s(μk, η′j )p+j−l+1. (4.6)
Condition (4.5) is equivalent to the following ones for j = 1, . . . , q − t − 1
h∑
l=1
s(λ0,Mj )p+t+j−l+1 
h∑
l=1
t0∑
k=1
s(μk,M
′
j )p+t+j−l+1, h = 1, . . . , p + t + j − 1
and
p+t+j∑
l=1
s(λ0,Mj )p+t+j−l+1 = z +
p+t+j∑
l=1
t0∑
k=1
s(μk,M
′
j )p+t+j−l+1.
Since s(λ0,Mj ) = s(λ0, ηt+j ) and s(μk,M ′j ) = s(μk, η′t+j ) for j = 1, . . . , q − t − 1 and k =
1, . . . , t0, by (4.6) we have that∑h
l=1 s(λ0, ηj )p+t+j−l+1 
∑h
l=1
∑t0
k=1 s(μk, β ′j )p+t+j−l+1 forh = 1, . . . , p + t + j − 1,
and j = t + 1, . . . , q − 1, and
p+t+j∑
l=1
s(λ0, η
j )p+t+j−l+1 =z0+
p+t+j∑
l=1
t0∑
k=1
s(μk, β
′j )p+t+j−l+1 for j = t + 1, . . . , q − 1,
where z0 = |s(λ0, ηj )| −∑t0k=1 |s(μk, β ′j )|. As a consequence, for j = t + 1, . . . , q − 1
s(λ0, η
j ) ≺
t0∑
k=1
s(μk, β
′j ) + (z0, 0, . . . , 0),
which is equivalent to
t0⋃
k=1
w(μk, β
′j ) ≺≺ w(λ0, ηj ) for j = t + 1, . . . , q − 1. 
In order to finish this section we are going to prove, by means of an example, that condition
(iii) of Theorem 4.2 is not necessary if we substitute ηh by βh for h = t + 1, . . . , q − 1.
Example 4.3. We consider the characteristic matrix in Example 3.12 and we perturb it so as to
obtain the following matrix:
sIp+q − M ′ ∼
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
s − ε
s − ε
s − ε 1
I2
s
s3
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ , with ε sufficiently small.
It is easy to see that γ ′ = (1, 1, 1, 1, s − ε, s(s − ε), s3(s − ε)) and that the minimal path from
α to γ ′ is β ′ = (α, β ′1, β ′2, γ ′) where β ′1 = (1, 1, 1, s, s3(s − ε)) and β ′2 = (1, 1, 1, 1, s(s −
ε), s3(s − ε)).
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In this case t = 0 and it is straightforward to see that:
2⋃
j=1
w(μij , β
′1) = (2, 1, 1) ∪ (1) = (2, 1, 1, 1) ≺≺ w(0, η1),
2⋃
j=1
w(μij , β
′2) = (2, 1, 1) ∪ (2) = (2, 2, 1, 1) ≺≺ w(0, η2)
for any (C,D)-path from α to γ .
Finally we are going to see that we can not write β instead of η in condition (iii):
The minimal path from α to γ is β = (α, β1, β2, γ ) where β1 = (1, 1, 1, s, s3) and β2 =
(1, 1, 1, s, s, s3). Then w(0, β1) = (2, 1, 1) and w(0, β2) = (3, 1, 1). These partitions do not
majorize the partitions (2, 1, 1, 1) and (2, 2, 1, 1), respectively.
As a consequence, we conclude that condition (iii) in Theorem 4.2 is not necessary, in general,
if we write βj instead of ηj .
5. Invariant supplementary subspace
Let us consider the case when the subspace M-invariant S = C(A,B) × Cq has a supple-
mentary subspace which is also M-invariant.
As we have seen in Section 3, the matrix M is similar to a matrix of the form
[
E F
0 N
]
.
The fact ofS having a supplementary subspace which is also M-invariant means that in this case
M is similar to a block diagonal matrix. Thus there exist an invertible matrix P and a matrix Q
such that[
Iq+r −Q
0 Ip−r
] [
P−1 0
0 Ip−r
] [
E F
0 N
] [
P 0
0 Ip−r
] [
Iq+r Q
0 Ip−r
]
=
[
G 0
0 N
]
.
If we take into consideration the characteristic matrix, by Remark 3.11, we have that
sIp+q − M ∼
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
νq
.
.
.
ν1
α1
.
.
.
αp
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
.
Remark 5.1. Let us remark that in this particular case, there exists a unique (C,D)-path and it
coincides with the minimal path from α to γ .
In this case we have a very interesting lemma that we are going to state and prove now. This
result will allow us to express in a more reduced way the conditions of the theorem of prescription
of invariant factors.
Lemma 5.2. Let M =
[
A B
C D
]
∈ C(p+q)×(p+q) with γ1| · · · |γp+q as invariants factors. Let
α1| · · · |αp be the invariant factors of the pair (A,B). If β = (β0, β1, . . . , βq) is the minimal
path from α to γ, we define σj :=
∏p+j
i=1 β
j
i∏p+j−1
i=1 β
j−1
i
, j = 1, . . . , q and σ = (σ1, . . . , σq).
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Let M˜=
[
A B
C˜ D˜
]
∈C(p+q)×(p+q) with γ˜1| · · · |γ˜p+q as invariant factors. If β˜=(β˜0, β˜1, . . . , β˜q)
is the minimal path fromα to γ˜ ,we define σ˜j :=
∏p+j
i=1 β˜
j
i∏p+j−1
i=1 β˜
j−1
i
, j = 1, . . . , q and σ˜ = (σ˜1, . . . , σ˜q).
Let us suppose that the subspaceS has an M-invariant supplementary subspace.
The condition σ˜ ≺ σ holds if and only if
(i) β˜j ≺≺ βj , j = 1, . . . , q − 1,
(ii) γ˜ ≺ γ.
Proof. Let us prove that conditions (i) and (ii) are sufficient.
σ˜1 · · · σ˜k =
∏p+k
i=1 β˜
k
i∏p
i=1 αi
|
∏p+k
i=1 β
k
i∏p
i=1 αi
= σ1 · · · σk for k = 1, . . . , q − 1.
σ˜1 · · · σ˜q =
∏p+q
i=1 γ˜i∏p
i=1 αi
=
∏p+q
i=1 γi∏p
i=1 αi
= σ1 · · · σq.
Let us prove that conditions (i) and (ii) are necessary.
Since
∏p+k
i=1 β˜
k
i =
∏p+k
i=1 β˜ki∏p
i=1 αi
∏p
i=1 αi =
∏k
i=1 σ˜i
∏p
i=1 αi |
∏k
i=1 σi
∏p
i=1 αi =∏p+k
i=1 βki∏p
i=1 αi
∏p
i=1 αi =
∏p+k
i=1 β
k
i for k = 1, . . . , q − 1, we have that
p+k∏
i=1
β˜ki |
p+k∏
i=1
βki , k = 1, . . . , q − 1. (5.7)
As
∏p+q
i=1 γ˜i =
∏p+q
i=1 γ˜i∏p
i=1 αi
∏p
i=1 αi =
∏q
i=1 σ˜i
∏p
i=1 αi =
∏q
i=1 σi
∏p
i=1 αi =
∏p+q
i=1 γi∏p
i=1 αi
∏p
i=1 αi =∏p+q
i=1 γi , we obtain that
p+q∏
i=1
γ˜i =
p+q∏
i=1
γi. (5.8)
By Remark 5.1, in this case, σi = νi , for i = 1, . . . , q, and
sI − M ∼
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
σq
.
.
.
σ1
α1
.
.
.
αp
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
.
Without loss of generality it is possible to make the reasonings with an only eigenvalue.
Let hk , for k = 1, . . . , q be some integers such that when reordering in nondecreasing order of
divisibility the polynomials αi for i = 1, . . . , p and σj for j = 1, . . . , q, the polynomials σj are
in positions hk , for k = 1, . . . , q. This means that α1| · · · |αh1−1|σ1|αh1 | · · · |αh2−2|σ2|αh2−1| · · ·|αhq−q |σq |αhq−(q−1)| · · · |αp and that these are the invariant factors ofM , γi for i = 1, . . . , p + q.
As a consequence we have that
∏j
i=1 β˜1i |
∏j
i=1 αi =
∏j
i=1 β1i for j = 1, . . . , h1 − 1.
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Moreover
∏p+1
i=j+1 β1i =
∏p
i=j αi |
∏p+1
i=j+1 β˜1i for j = h1, . . . , p.
By Eq. (5.7) from the previous statement it can be deduced that ∏ji=1 β˜1i |∏ji=1 β1i for j =
h1, . . . , p and, therefore, for j = 1, . . . , p.
Analogously we have that
∏j
i=1 β˜2i |
∏j
i=1 β˜1i |
∏j
i=1 β1i =
∏j
i=1 β2i for j = 1, . . . , h2 − 1.
Moreover
∏p+2
i=j+2 β2i =
∏p+1
i=j+1 β1i =
∏p
i=j αi |
∏p+2
i=j+2 β ′2i for j = h2 − 1, . . . , p.
By Eq. (5.7) from the previous statement it can be deduced that ∏ji=1 β˜2i |∏ji=1 β2i for j =
h2, . . . , p and, therefore, for j = 1, . . . , p.
We proceed in the same way with the exception that we consider Eq. (5.8) instead of Eq. (5.7)
in the last step, that is to say, to relate the polynomials γi with the polynomials γ˜i . 
Now we can state the following theorem of prescription of invariant factors when the subspace
S has an M-invariant supplementary subspace.
Theorem 5.3. Let M ∈ C(p+q)×(p+q) with γ1| · · · |γp+q as invariant factors. Let α1| · · · |αp be
the invariant factors of the pair (A,B). Let σ be defined as in the previous lemma.
Let us suppose that the subspaceS has an M-invariant supplementary subspace.
Let γ ′1| · · · |γ ′p+q be given monic polynomials.
In every neighborhood of M there exists a matrix
M ′ =
[
A B
C′ D′
]
with γ ′1, . . . , γ ′p+q as invariant factors if and only if
(i) γ ′i+t |αi |γ ′i+q, i = 1, . . . , p,
(ii) σ ′ ≺ σ ,
whereσ ′ = (σ ′1, . . . , σ ′q), σ ′j :=
∏p+j
i=1 β
′j
i∏p+j−1
i=1 β
′j−1
i
, for j = 1, . . . , q andβ ′ = (β ′0, β ′1, . . . , β ′q)
is the minimal path from α to γ ′.
Proof. The necessity of condition (i) follows from Theorem 4.2.
Condition (ii) is necessary by Theorems 2.9 and 2.12 and by Lemma 5.2, taking into account
Remark 5.1, because β ′ji |η′ji , for i = 1, . . . , p + j and j = 1, . . . , q − 1.
Let us see that they are sufficient.
By Lemma 2.3, without loss of generality we can consider that
M =
⎡⎣A0 0 B00 N 0
C1 C2 D1
⎤⎦ .
By Lemma 3.7 there exists an invertible matrix T such that
T −1MT =
[
E F
0 N
]
=
⎡⎣A0 B0 0C1 D1 C2
0 0 N
⎤⎦ .
As we have said at the beginning of this section, since the supplementary of S is M-invariant,
there exist an invertible matrix P and a matrix Q such that[
Iq+r −Q
0 Ip−r
] [
P−1 0
0 Ip−r
] [
E F
0 N
] [
P 0
0 Ip−r
] [
Iq+r Q
0 Ip−r
]
=
[
G 0
0 N
]
.
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Taking into account that the invariant factors of G are σ1, . . . , σq , apart from r trivial invariant
factors, and that, by (ii) σ ′ ≺ σ , from Theorem 2.9 we have that, as close to G as we want, there
exists G′ having as invariant factors σ ′1, . . . , σ ′q , besides r trivial invariant factors.
From (i) we can deduce that γ ′i−r |αi |γ ′i+q , for i = r + 1, . . . , p and, since the invariant factors
of N are αr+1, . . . , αp, Theorem 2.5 guaranties that there exists a matrix X such that
[
G′ X
0 N
]
has γ ′1, . . . , γ ′p+q as invariant factors.
There exists a real number m big enough so that ‖ 1
m
X‖ is sufficiently small. As a consequence[ 1
m
Iq+r 0
0 Ip−r
] [
G′ X
0 N
] [
mIq+r 0
0 Ip−r
]
=
[
G′ 1
m
X
0 N
]
has γ ′1, . . . , γ ′p+q as invariant factors and ‖[G′ 1mX] − [G 0]‖ is as small as we want.
Now we make on the matrix
[
G′ 1mX
0 N
]
the inverse elementary transformations of those made
on T −1MT :[
P 0
0 Ip−r
] [
Iq+r Q
0 Ip−r
] [
G′ 1
m
X
0 N
] [
Iq+r −Q
0 Ip−r
] [
P−1 0
0 Ip−r
]
=
⎡⎣A′0 B ′0 C′1 D′1 C′2
0 0 N
⎤⎦ =: [E′ F ′0 N
]
.
By Theorem 2.13, taking into account Remark 2.15, there exists an invertible matrix R such that
E
′′ := RE′R−1 = R
[
A′0 B ′0
C′1 D′1
]
R−1 =
[
A0 B0
C
′′
1 D
′′
1
]
and ‖[C ′′1 D
′′
1] − [C1 D1]‖ is as small as we want.
Therefore,[
E
′′
F
′′
0 N
]
:=
[
R 0
0 Ip−r
] [
E′ F ′
0 N
] [
R−1 0
0 Ip−r
]
=
[
R 0
0 Ip−r
]⎡⎣A′0 B ′0 C′1 D′1 C′2
0 0 N
⎤⎦[R−1 0
0 Ip−r
]
=
⎡⎣A0 B0 ′C ′′1 D′′1 C ′′2
0 0 N
⎤⎦ .
By means of similarity transformations, with the ones of [A0B0], the matrix ′ can vanish, that
is to say, there exists a matrix U such that[
E
′′
F
′′′
0 N
]
:=
[
Iq+r U
0 Ip−r
] [
E
′′
F
′′
0 N
] [
Iq+r −U
0 Ip−r
]
=
[
Iq+r U
0 Ip−r
]⎡⎣A0 B0 ′C ′′1 D′′1 C ′′2
0 0 N
⎤⎦[Iq+r −U
0 Ip−r
]
=
⎡⎣A0 B0 0C ′′1 D′′1 C ′′′2
0 0 N
⎤⎦ .
Now we define
M ′ := T
[
E
′′
F
′′′
0 N
]
T −1 = T
⎡⎣A0 B0 0C ′′1 D′′1 C ′′′2
0 0 N
⎤⎦ T −1 =
⎡⎣A0 0 B00 N 0
C
′′
1 C
′′′
2 D
′′
1
⎤⎦
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and
∥∥[C ′′1 C ′′′2 D′′1]− [C1 C2 D1]∥∥ is as small as desired and M ′ has γ ′1, . . . , γ ′p+q as
invariant factors. 
If we want to prescribe the Weyr characteristics, we need to introduce some new notation, as
we can see in the following example.
Example 5.4. Let M ∈ C(p+q)×(p+q) with p = 7 and q = 3. Let α = (1, 1, 1, 1, s, s2, s2), γ =
(1, 1, 1, 1, 1, s, s2, s2, s2, s3), σ = ν = (1, s2, s3), that is to say, (M) = {0}, v = 1, t = 1 and
q − t = 2.
We look for a matrix M ′ with three eigenvalues in a neighborhood of 0, the eigenvalue 0
and two other different from 0 (we will call them ε1 and ε2, since they are going to depend on
the neighborhood) and with partitions associated to these eigenvalues in the Weyr characteristic:
m′11 = (3, 3, 1), m′12 = (2) and m′13 = (1), respectively. That is to say, t1 = 3.
The corresponding Segre characteristics will be:
c′11 = (3, 2, 2), c′12 = (1, 1) and c′13 = (1).
The invariant factors corresponding to M ′ will be:
γ ′ = (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, s2, s2(s − ε1), s3(s − ε1)(s − ε2)).
If we consider the minimal path fromα toγ ′ we have that:β ′0 = α, β ′1 = (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, s, s2, s2),
β ′2 = (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, s, s2, s2(s − ε1)) and β ′3 = γ.
For these chains of polynomials β ′1 and β ′2 we can consider the “ Segre characteristics” for
0, ε1 and ε2 and its corresponding conjugated partitions or “ Weyr characteristics” m′h1j , for
h = 0, 1, 2, 3 and j = 1, 2, 3:
m′011 := w(0, α) = (3, 2), m′012 := w(ε1, α) = (0), m′013 := w(ε2, α) = (0),
s(0, β ′1) = (2, 2, 1) ⇒ m′111 := w(0, β ′1) = (3, 2),
s(ε1, β
′1) = (0) ⇒ m′112 := w(ε1, β ′1) = (0),
s(ε2, β
′1) = (0) ⇒ m′113 := w(ε2, β ′1) = (0),
s(0, β ′2) = (2, 2, 1) ⇒ m′211 := w(0, β ′2) = (3, 2),
s(ε1, β
′2) = (1) ⇒ m′212 := w(ε1, β ′2) = (1),
s(ε2, β
′2) = (0) ⇒ m′213 := w(ε2, β ′2) = (0),
m′311 := w(0, γ ′) = (3, 3, 1), m′312 := w(ε1, γ ′) = (2), m′313 := w(ε2, γ ′) = (1).
Moreover, for these β ′ we obtain the polynomials,
σ ′1 = 1; σ ′2 = s − ε1 and σ ′3 = s2(s − ε1)(s − ε2).
If we obtain the “ Segre characteristics” of σ ′ = (σ ′1, σ ′2, σ ′3) corresponding to 0, ε1 and ε2, we
can also obtain the “ Weyr Characteristics”, w′1j , for j = 1, 2, 3:
s′11 := s(0, σ ′) = (2, 0, 0) ⇒ w′11 := w(0, σ ′) = (1, 1, 0),
s′12 := s(ε1, σ ′) = (1, 1, 0) ⇒ w′12 := w(ε1, σ ′) = (2, 0, 0),
s′13 := s(ε2, σ ′) = (1, 0, 0) ⇒ w′13 := w(ε2, σ ′) = (1, 0, 0).
We would proceed in the same way if there were more than one eigenvalue.
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Taking into account this notation we can prove the following general lemma.
Lemma 5.5. Let M ∈ C(p+q)×(p+q) with γ1| · · · |γp+q as invariant factors. Let α1| · · · |αp be the
invariant factors of the pair (A,B). Let η = (η0, η1, . . . , ηq) be any (C,D)-path from α to γ
and ν = (ν1, . . . , νq).
For i = 1, . . . , v, let ti  1 be given integers and for j = 1, . . . , ti with i = 1, . . . , v, let m′ij
be given partitions.
Then the conditions
(i)
0  m′i1k − w(λi, [A B])k  q − t, k = 1, . . . , p, i = 1, . . . , v,
0  m′ijk  q − t, k = 1, . . . , p, j = 2, . . . , ti , i = 1, . . . , v,
(ii)
ti⋃
j=1
m′hij ≺≺ w(λi, ηh), h = t + 1, . . . , q − 1, i = 1, . . . , v,
(iii)
ti⋃
j=1
m′ij ≺ w(λi,M), i = 1, . . . , v
imply
ti⋃
j=1
w′ij ≺ w(λi, ν), i = 1, . . . , v.
Proof. The condition we want to prove is equivalent to
s(λi, ν) ≺
ti∑
j=1
s′ij for i = 1, . . . , v.
We have that, for k = 1, . . . , q,
s(λi, ν)k = |w(λi, ηq−k+1)| − |w(λi, ηq−k)| for i = 1, . . . , v,
and, taking into account that ηq = γ this implies that
l∑
k=1
s(λi, ν)k = |w(λi, γ )| − |w(λi, ηq−l )| for l = 1, . . . , q and i = 1, . . . , v.
Analogously, for k = 1, . . . , q,⎛⎝ ti∑
j=1
s′ij
⎞⎠
k
=
ti∑
j=1
|m′q−k+1ij | −
ti∑
j=1
|m′q−kij | for i = 1, . . . , v
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from which we can deduce that
l∑
k=1
⎛⎝ ti∑
j=1
s′ij
⎞⎠
k
=
ti∑
j=1
|m′ij | −
ti∑
j=1
|m′q−lij | for l = 1, . . . , q and i = 1, . . . , v,
because m′qij = m′ij , for j = 1, . . . , ti and i = 1, . . . , v.
By (iii) it holds that |w(λi, γ )| = ∑tij=1 |m′ij |. Thus, it will be enough to prove that for l =
1, . . . , q − 1 and i = 1, . . . , v, |w(λi, ηq−l )| ∑tij=1 |m′q−lij | = |⋃tij=1 m′q−lij |, and that
|w(λi, η0)| = |m′0i1|.
The inequalities hold by (ii), for l = 1, . . . , q − t − 1, and by (i), for l = q − t, . . . , q − 1.
Finally, the equality |w(λi, α)| = |m′0i1| holds by definition (see Example 5.4). 
Remark 5.6. In the particular case when the subspace S has an M-invariant supplementary
subspace, in the previous lemma we can substitute ν by σ and η by β.
With the previous notation we can state the underlying inverse problem.
Theorem 5.7. Let M ∈ C(p+q)×(p+q) and let (M) = {λ1, . . . , λv} be its spectrum. Let ρ > 0
be suitable for M. Let γ1| · · · |γp+q be the invariant factors of M. Let α1| · · · |αp be the invariant
factors of (A,B) and let β = (β0, β1, . . . , βq) be the minimal path from α to γ. Let us suppose
that the subspaceS has an M-invariant supplementary subspace.
For i = 1, . . . , v, let ti  1 be given integers and for j = 1, . . . , ti with i = 1, . . . , v, let m′ij
be given partitions.
In every neighborhood of M there exists a matrix
M ′ =
[
A B
C′ D′
]
such that
(1) (M ′) ⊂Vρ(M),
(2) M ′ has ti − 1 eigenvalues μi2, . . . , μiti different from λi in B(λi, ρ), m′i1 = w(λi,M ′),
and m′ij = w(μij ,M ′), for j = 2, . . . , ti and i = 1, . . . , v,
if and only if the following conditions hold:
(i)
0  m′i1k − w(λi, [A B])k  q − t, k = 1, . . . , p, i = 1, . . . , v,
0  m′ijk  q − t, k = 1, . . . , p, j = 2, . . . , ti , i = 1, . . . , v,
(ii)
ti⋃
j=1
m′hij ≺≺ w(λi, βh), h = t + 1, . . . , q − 1, i = 1, . . . , v,
(iii)
ti⋃
j=1
m′ij ≺ w(λi,M), i = 1, . . . , v.
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Proof. The conditions are necessary as a consequence of Theorem 4.2 and Lemma 2.7, tacking
into account Remark 5.1.
To see that they are sufficient we follow a procedure analogous to that of Theorem 5.3.
Since the supplementary ofS is M-invariant, by means of the same elementary transforma-
tions that appear in the previous theorem, we have that M is similar to a matrix with the shape[
G 0
0 N
]
.
The invariant factors of the matrix G are σ1| · · · |σq besides r ones. By Theorem 2.10 and by
Lemma 5.5, taking into account Remark 5.6, we have that, as close to G as we want, there exists
a matrix G′ such that:
(a) (G′) ⊂Vρ(G),
(b) G′ has ti eigenvalues μi1, . . . , μiti in B(λi, ρ), and w′ij = w(μij ,G′) for j = 1, . . . , ti and
i = 1, . . . , v.
By Lemma 2.7, condition (i) means that there is an interlacing relationship between the
invariant factors of N , αr+1, . . . , αp, and some polynomials γ ′ = (γ ′1, . . . , γ ′p+q) such that
m′i1 = w(λi, γ ′) and m′ij = w(μij , γ ′) for j = 2, . . . , ti and i = 1, . . . , v.
Therefore, we can apply Theorem 2.5 and we have that there exists a matrix X such that
M˜ =
[
G′ X
0 N
]
has the partitions m′ij in its Weyr characteristic, that is to say,
(c) (M˜) ⊂Vρ(M),
(d) M˜ has ti − 1 eigenvalues μi2, . . . , μiti different from λi in B(λi, ρ), m′i1 = w(λi, M˜) and
m′ij = w(μij , M˜) for j = 2, . . . , ti and i = 1, . . . , v.
From now on we proceed as in Theorem 5.3 to obtain a matrix M ′ such that (1) and (2) are
satisfied. 
6. Another particular case
As we have seen in Example 4.3, condition (iii) of Theorem 4.2 is not necessary if we write
βj instead of ηj . Nevertheless, in Theorem 5.7 it is possible to make such a substitution as there
is only one (C,D)-path from α to γ , which is the minimal path.
Now we are going to prove in a particular case that we do not need a weak majorization with
the minimal path, as in Theorem 5.7, to be able to prescribe the Weyr characteristic.
Let (A,B) = {λ1, . . . , λu} ⊂ {λ1, . . . , λu, λu+1, . . . , λv} = (M) and let us consider the
particular case when m′i1 = w(λi, [A B]) for i = 1, . . . , u. We have that w′i1 = (0) for i =
1, . . . , u and as a consequence the necessary condition of Lemma 5.5 turns out to be
ti⋃
j=2
w′ij ≺ w(λi, ν), i = 1, . . . , u.
Moreover, it is easy to see that
w′ij = m′ij for j = 2, . . . , ti and i = 1, . . . , v, (6.9)
w′i1 = m′i1 for i = u + 1, . . . , v. (6.10)
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In this particular case we cannot prescribe the invariant factors, since we need to change the
eigenvalues. Thus we are going to solve only the underlying problem, which is given in the next
theorem.
Theorem 6.1. Let M ∈ C(p+q)×(p+q),(A,B) = {λ1, . . . , λu} and (M) = {λ1, . . . , λu,
λu+1, . . . , λv}. Let ρ > 0 be suitable for M. Let γ1| · · · |γp+q be the invariant factors of M.
Let α1| · · · |αp be the invariant factors of (A,B). For i = 1, . . . , v let ti  1 be given inte-
gers, and for j = 1, . . . , ti with i = 1, . . . , v, let m′ij be given partitions. Let us suppose that
m′i1 = w(λi, [A B]) for i = 1, . . . , u.
In every neighborhood of M there exists a matrix
M ′ =
[
A B
C′ D′
]
such that
(1) (M ′) ⊂Vρ(M),
(2) M ′ has ti − 1 eigenvalues μi2, . . . , μiti different from λi in B(λi, ρ), w(λi,M ′) = m′i1,
and w(μij ,M ′) = m′ij , j = 2, . . . , ti , i = 1, . . . , v,
if and only if the following conditions hold:
(i)
0  m′i1k  q − t, k = 1, . . . , p, i = u + 1, . . . , v,
0  m′ijk  q − t, k = 1, . . . , p, j = 2, . . . , ti , i = 1, . . . , v,
(ii) Let η = (η0, η1, . . . , ηq) be any (C,D)-path from α to γ. Then
ti⋃
j=1
m′hij ≺≺ w(λi, ηh), h = t + 1, . . . , q − 1, i = 1, . . . , v,
(iii)
ti⋃
j=1
m′ij ≺ w(λi,M), i = 1, . . . , v.
Remark 6.2. The first inequalities in condition (i) are not considered for i = 1, . . . , u, since
m′i1 = w(λi, [A B]) for i = 1, . . . , u.
Proof. The necessity of the conditions is a consequence of Theorem 4.2 and Lemma 2.7, taking
into account that m′i1 = w(λi, [A B]) for i = 1, . . . , u.
To see that they are sufficient, by means of an invertible matrix T we obtain from the matrix
M a matrix with the shape
[
E F
0 N
]
, with E =
[
A0 B0
C1 D1
]
.
Taking into account what has been observed at the beginning of this section and that the
invariant factors of the matrix E are 1, (r). . ., 1, ν1, . . . , νq , by Theorem 2.14 we have that, as close
to E as we want, there exists E′ =
[
A0 B0
C′1 D′1
]
such that:
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(a) (E′) ⊂Vρ(E),
(b) E′ has ti − 1 eigenvalues different fromλi ,μi2, . . . , μiti inB(λi, ρ), andw′ij = w(μij , E′),
for j = 2, . . . , ti and i = 1, . . . , v,
(c) w′i1 = w(λi, E′), for i = u + 1, . . . , v.
Then, the matrix
M ′ := T
[
E′ F
0 N
]
T −1,
which is as close to M as we want, satisfies that w(μij , E′) = w(μij ,M ′) for j = 2, . . . , ti , i =
1, . . . , v and w(λi, E′) = w(λi,M ′) for i = u + 1, . . . , v, since E′ and N have disjoint spectra.
As a consequence of Eqs. (6.9) and (6.10) we have that (1) and (2) hold. 
Remark 6.3. As we are going to see by means of an example, we do not need to write β instead
of η in this particular case, so the theorem of necessary conditions (Theorem 4.2) is justified, in
general.
Example 6.4. Let us consider the same matrix which appear in Examples 3.12 and 4.3.
If we give the partitions of integers m′1 = (2, 1, 1) and m′2 = (3), we can consider a chain of
polynomials having the previous partitions as Weyr characteristics, that is to say, γ ′ = (1, 1, 1, 1,
s − ε, s(s − ε), s3(s − ε)), where ε is as small as desired.
The minimal path from α to γ ′ is β ′ = (α, β ′1, β ′2, γ ′) where β ′1 = (1, 1, 1, s, s3(s − ε)) and
β ′2 = (1, 1, 1, 1, s(s − ε), s3(s − ε)).
Since q − t = 3 (i) is satisfied. Now we are going to see that (ii) and (iii) are also satisfied:
For any (C,D)-path from α to γ
2⋃
j=1
m′1j = (2, 1, 1) ∪ (1) = (2, 1, 1, 1) ≺≺ w(0, η1),
2⋃
j=1
m′2j = (2, 1, 1) ∪ (2) = (2, 2, 1, 1) ≺≺ w(0, η2),
2⋃
j=1
m′j = (2, 1, 1) ∪ (3) = (3, 2, 1, 1) ≺ (4, 2, 1) = w(0,M).
Finally we cannot write β instead of η in condition (ii), as we have seen in Example 4.3.
As a consequence, we conclude that conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) in Theorem 5.7 are too strong,
in general.
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